
join CYNTHIA BROSHI for

IN-DEPTH STUDY
                 within a small group of DEVOTED STUDENTS

Mentoring Special Topic Class 
Monday July 14 - Wednesday July 16   Santa Fe, New Mexico
 
This 3-day class is a unique opportunity for study within an intimate group of experienced 
student/practitioners. Attendance of 9 classes (at least Five 5-Day courses) and 3 years of 
hands-on practice is the prerequisite. Our group will not exceed 9 students.

Held at the adobe home of Cynthia and Uzi, our course will be one of total immersion in 
the Art of Jin Shin Jyutsu. Even our shared meals and quiet strolls will serve as vehicles for 
research into the qualities of the Depths. In our experience of Nature’s abundant beauty, 
we can get to KNOW (and recognize) the qualities we hear within the Pulse and in the body.
 
All will receive a session each day, and each will be our body-reading model once 
during the class. We’ll precede and follow each hands-on session with exercises from the 
tool-chest Cynthia has been developing over her thirteen years of teaching. These exercises 
are designed to help us explore and extend what we hear, see and feel in pulse, body and 
intuition. With experimental and concentrated practice of pulse listening and body 
                                               reading, barriers to our awareness and understanding melt.

Limited retreat housing available. Come a few days early to enjoy the International 
Folk Art Festival www.folkartalliance.org

* Location: Cynthia and Uzi’s house, 30 minutes south of Santa Fe  
* Tuition:  $660.        * Deposit: $100 (refundable only until 30 days before class).
* Please send deposit to: Cynthia Broshi, 26 Red Raven Road, Santa Fe, NM 87508
* Questions? Contact Uzi Broshi, (505) 474-7006 / (510) 290-7989 / uzibroshi@gmail.com.
 

 Other topics include:
* Deepening our sense of touch
* Refining the skills of BEing the jumper cable 
* Developing a professional hands-on practice
* Your questions and inspirations.

http://www.folkartalliance.org
http://www.folkartalliance.org

